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What do you need to make a baby? A willing partner? A good sense of timing? Some wine

maybe? A nice meal and some amorous music? Not always.There are times when all the

romance (and luck) just simply will not do. In those times, what you need is a specimen pot, a

heap of drugs, so many ultra-sound scans that your wife or partner begins to glow in the dark

and an unfeasibly large amount of tea.Providing a rare yet enlightening male perspective on

the world of IVF, ‘Test tubes and testosterone’ is one man’s experience of infertility and the IVF

journey he embarked on with his wife in order to start a family. Told with humour, wit and

insight, this book sheds light on issues that can be hard to discuss even with the closest of

friends or relatives, making it a valuable book for anyone contemplating or going through

IVF.About the author:Michael Saunders has gone through three IVF cycles with his wife. In this

fascinating book he shares his experiences, advice and insights into the complex and

emotional world of IVF and infertility, offering a rare male viewpoint on the subject.Review

quotes from the paperback edition:'An excellent guide to the processes of infertility treatment ...

[delivering] a lot of often technical and complex information in a light-hearted and readable

style. It's invaluable for any man anxious to understand exactly what's involved in the process

both from a medical and practical, day-to-day perspective.' Infertility Network'The infertility

rollercoaster from a male's perspective. This is a must read for any man and his partner

[wanting] to understand the process of infertility treatment plus the extras not disclosed at the

beginning. A deeply emotional and honest story written in a candid manor.' Pride Angel
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introduce myself. I am a man in his mid-thirties. My wife has no fallopian tubes, my sperm are

rubbish and yet our two year old daughter is currently trying to use the computer I am typing on

to look at pictures of herself on a bouncy castle.How did this happen? Well …Introduction:

manliness and infertilityIn order to understand the process of IVF and my journey through it, I

think it is important to visit the psyche of the average bloke and their attitudes to all things

regarding fertility. In order to illustrate the point, I would like to take you back a few years to a

pub in London.I had popped out after work for a quick drink with some of the people I worked

with. The only thing that marked this evening out from any other was that it was only women

and I that were out. I am not saying I was there as some kind of token bloke or gay substitute: it

was just one of those things. All was fine as we chatted about work, bitched about clients and

generally talked the way we usually did. The lack of men meant that the conversation was

reasonably free of football and breasts and as we moved onto the third drink of the evening the

conversation turned to babies: who had them already, who wanted them and who was unlikely

to ever get any as their partners were always too drunk or never there. Now a man with more

foresight than I may have been able to see where the conversation was heading and make

some hastily manufactured excuse to leave as soon as possible. I, for my part, was not paying

complete attention to what was occurring and so was caught unaware when one of the women

from the accounts office announced that she was going to be starting IVF in a few weeks.I was

in my early twenties at the time and the conversation that followed, featuring as it did quite

graphic descriptions of drug taking and a far too in-depth analysis on her husband’s sperm

count, made me feel uneasy to say the least.I have to say that I was surprised by my reaction.

Why should it be that the subject of underperforming sperm should elicit such a response? I

liked to think that I was a man of the world. I had done all the things that manly men should do

and many of the things that not so manly men should do too. I would have thought that



somewhere in the experiences of my past, something would have occurred to equip me to deal

with the subject that I bravely ran away from that evening in the pub. The thing is, the

conversation I ran away from would never happen if it were a group of men sitting there nursing

drinks and contemplating their day. Although sperm may feature indirectly in many

conversations that they would have, the actual quality of a particular man’s sperm would not

come into question and any chap who fancied broaching the subject in polite company would

either be laughed at or greeted with a deathly silence as those around him watched the

tumbleweed roll across the bar. This is not because men are not interested in such things (we

can be as sympathetic as is required, with a modicum of mickey taking), but more than this, the

quality of a man’s sperm is something we do not like to think about.A few nights later, I was

sitting at home flicking through the hundreds of available television channels only to find that

there was nothing on worth watching, when I started thinking. What if I had the same problem?

What if I was not firing on all cylinders? To be honest, the idea scared me. I had no particular

desire at the time to father children but for some reason the idea that my little swimmers may

not be doing what they should terrified me. If you will bear with me briefly while I indulge in a

little backyard psychology, I shall endeavour to explain why this may be.Many years ago when I

was in infant school there were two main insults among the kids. The first was to make your

right hand flop while slapping it with your left, all the while sticking your tongue behind your

bottom lip and saying ‘Nerrr! My name’s ... (insert the name of the person you are picking on

here)’ very loudly. The second was to be referred to as a ‘Jaffa’. Now the ‘my name is…’ insults

I understood from the start. They were not nice and certainly not politically correct, but they

were clear enough to me regarding the insult being made. The Jaffa remark though had me

confused. It was some time later when I plucked up the courage to admit to another lad that I

had no idea what it meant (but I was pretty sure it was nothing to do with the orange and

chocolate cakes of which I was so fond of). The boy I asked, a chap called Gary, simply said

one word.‘Seedless.’When this occurred, I was about seven years old and had no idea at all

what this meant. The only thing I knew was that being seedless was obviously a very bad thing

and I certainly did not want to be such a thing. Could this prepubescent crudeness be behind

my reaction to the fertility conversation in the pub? Well, maybe, but surely every guy I know

can’t have been in the same boat at school.Whatever the cause, it still remains that as a

species men do not feel comfortable admitting that they have anything less than a fully

functioning reproductive system. Whereas women are often more than happy to talk about their

inner workings, men will do everything in their power to keep off the subject. We are more than

happy to joke about it in a generic way but not happy in the least to get down to the nitty gritty

of our own bits.
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desire at the time to father children but for some reason the idea that my little swimmers may

not be doing what they should terrified me. If you will bear with me briefly while I indulge in a

little backyard psychology, I shall endeavour to explain why this may be.Many years ago when I

was in infant school there were two main insults among the kids. The first was to make your

right hand flop while slapping it with your left, all the while sticking your tongue behind your

bottom lip and saying ‘Nerrr! My name’s ... (insert the name of the person you are picking on

here)’ very loudly. The second was to be referred to as a ‘Jaffa’. Now the ‘my name is…’ insults

I understood from the start. They were not nice and certainly not politically correct, but they

were clear enough to me regarding the insult being made. The Jaffa remark though had me

confused. It was some time later when I plucked up the courage to admit to another lad that I

had no idea what it meant (but I was pretty sure it was nothing to do with the orange and

chocolate cakes of which I was so fond of). The boy I asked, a chap called Gary, simply said

one word.‘Seedless.’When this occurred, I was about seven years old and had no idea at all

what this meant. The only thing I knew was that being seedless was obviously a very bad thing

and I certainly did not want to be such a thing. Could this prepubescent crudeness be behind

my reaction to the fertility conversation in the pub? Well, maybe, but surely every guy I know

can’t have been in the same boat at school.Whatever the cause, it still remains that as a

species men do not feel comfortable admitting that they have anything less than a fully

functioning reproductive system. Whereas women are often more than happy to talk about their

inner workings, men will do everything in their power to keep off the subject. We are more than

happy to joke about it in a generic way but not happy in the least to get down to the nitty gritty

of our own bits.Another thing to remember here is that male fertility appears to be decreasing

with each generation. I am statistically less fertile than my dad and he was less fertile than his.

Now these statistics may well be complete rubbish, as many statistics often are, but they are

worth mentioning. There have been no recent comprehensive studies to date to back this up

but the beginning of this research seems to be a paper published by some Danish scientists

back in 1992, which had the sensitive title of ‘Evidence for decreasing quality of semen over

the past 50 years’. This paper was based on other people’s studies, which happened to contain

sperm test results for around 15,000 Danish men. From this information, the paper drew the

conclusion that the average ejaculation size had dropped, as had the number of actual sperm

contained within it. Other studies have taken this information and run with it, often pointing out

that each generation is, on average, having fewer children than the one preceding it. Some of

these studies lay the blame firmly at the feet of the men. They say that we have less sperm

than our fathers did and that is why we are having fewer children. Now you may think that there

are many other factors that affect the number of children a couple will have. Social constraints,

health and economical conditions could all easily play a part in this but they are rarely

mentioned.One of the first things that occurred to me when I was reading about this was that

as it only takes one sperm to fertilise an egg, does it really matter if there are only 30 million

sperm making the attempt rather than the 35 million that my grandfather could manage?

Unfortunately it does matter. Now you may look at the lady in your life and figure that the sperm

really does not have that far to go. I mean she is probably less than 6 foot in height and they do

not have to travel anywhere that far. Unfortunately, it is all down to scale. Sperm really are very

small. I mean, you may think that a grain of salt or the attention span of a reality show

contestant is pretty tiny, but it would be huge to a sperm.To put it into a human scale; imagine

that you live in London and have to get to Glasgow by foot in a week. Simple you may say. It

would be hard and my feet would ache but it is certainly something that could be done. Now try

it if you have no feet, and no legs for that matter. Now imagine that you are getting weaker by



the day and there are lots of things trying to kill you along the way. If you do manage to get

there, you are exhausted and dying. You then discover that someone has built a huge wall

around the city that you have to break through using nothing but your head.Not as easy as you

first thought, eh? So basically the more sperm you start off with, the better the outcome.The

thing that really struck me though is that I had absolutely no idea how many sperm I had and

whether those that I did have were any good. Assuming that there is at least a grain of truth in

the studies and their conclusions, I can deal with the fact that my sperm are not as good as my

dad’s sperm were. If I choose to put my faith in the statistics that say I will have less children

than my father then there may be a problem. I am an only child. So less than that would be

none. At the time of these thoughts I had no immediate plans to have children and, in fact, no

one to have children with. I therefore did what most men do in these circumstances: I forgot all

about it and went to the pub.1. Why choose IVF?The way that the world generally works is that

you go through life meeting various women. Sometimes you end up together; sometimes you

do not. Always at the back of your mind is the thought that if she gets pregnant you are in

trouble. Then you meet someone who you can imagine having a baby with. Great. Brilliant. Off

you go then.For an increasing number of couples these days, at some point down the line they

will have what is known as ‘The Conversation’. Both of you will sit down, often to a nice meal

and all will be going very well indeed. The man of the relationship will have a feeling that he is

onto a good thing here and possibly wish that he had put his best pants on that morning

instead of the slightly unpleasant but nicely comfortable ones that he is wearing. The woman

on the other hand, will know that there is a reason why they are sitting down to a lovely meal

and it is nothing to do with the imminent removal of the man’s under garments. At some point

during the meal, the woman will steer the conversation towards having babies. The man will

think that all is still going to plan at this point and may even consider suggesting something a

little risqué. He had better hope that he keeps his suggestions to himself because the next

thing that his partner says will be along the lines of,‘Well, it’s not working, is it? I am not

pregnant.’The next stage of ‘The Conversation’ will depend on the mindset of the woman in

question and, to a degree, on the man’s reaction to her opening gambit. It could all be very

pleasant and touchy-feely, or it could be full of shouting and blame slinging. One way or the

other, the pants that the man is wearing will become far less important than he felt they were

when he first sat down to eat.Many people have what the medical profession helpfully describe

as ‘unexplained infertility’. In fact, most infertility is unexplained until such a time that the

appropriate tests are done to allow it to be explained. It can be down to a chemical imbalance,

an allergy, something physically not working or one of many other things. It is also human

nature to seek out someone or something to blame, so if things are not progressing as you

would like, it is vital to get yourself and your partner tested for the obvious things that could be

going wrong. From a male point of view, it could be something as simple as a particular food

that you are fond of yet is adversely affecting your sperm’s ability to go in the right direction. If

you have something to blame then hopefully you will not be tempted to blame someone.I was

lucky in that my wife and I never had that conversation. We knew that we could not have

children the traditional way and also knew that many current fertility treatments would not do a

thing for us. Before we met, Hayley had fallen pregnant only to find that the resultant embryo

had not managed to make its way from her fallopian tube and into the uterus before embedding

itself and settling down to grow. This ectopic pregnancy obviously had to be removed before it

ruptured her tube. Luckily it was at an early stage and was removed without any major damage

to the tube. In fact she was told that no lasting damage was done and the tube should continue

functioning normally. She did not feel that it was the end of the world or even the end of her



chances to be a mother. She still had one tube that was working properly and one that should

be fine. It may mean that it would take a little longer for her to fall pregnant once she started

trying in earnest, but a little time was better than no chance at all. It was something we

discussed when we got together but as I said before, I was not consciously searching for a

mother to my future children so it was not something I found overly worrying.After we had been

together for a little while, she fell pregnant again. Having had one ectopic, she was looking out

for the signs of another. Following a period that lasted two weeks and was accompanied by

mounting pain, she took a pregnancy test and shared her fears. I have to say that I had no

experience in these matters at all so all I could do was take her to the hospital. The hospital

staff prodded her around and took some blood before announcing that she was pregnant and

as she had had one ectopic previously she should come in for a scan in one week’s time. We

took their advice and went home. After a night of no sleep and a little internet research on both

our parts, we decided that a more forthright approach was needed and so headed off to the

accident and emergency department and told them that we needed to be scanned there and

then and that we were not going to take ‘no’ for an answer. After much grumbling and moaning,

the hospital eventually agreed to scan her and we were taken upstairs.After only a few

seconds, the sonographer found the pregnancy lodged in the fallopian tube. The tube was

already starting to rupture, so my wife was rushed into the operating theatre as any delay

would put her life in danger.As I sat in the waiting room with my mother-in-law, I tried to work

out how I felt about the fact that I was nearly going to be a dad and more importantly, how I felt

about the fact that I was not actually going to be one after all. By this time I had only had two

days to get used to the idea of parenthood before it became apparent that things were not

going according to plan. I say plan, but let’s be honest here, it wasn’t planned at all. It would

have been one of those happy accidents in life.The operation was a success insofar as Hayley

survived and was wheeled back up to the ward where we were waiting for her. As our eyes met

she burst into tears and sobbed.‘I can’t have babies’, she announced.Whilst hugging her, my

mind was trying to work out what this actually meant. The teenager in me was leaping up and

down and shouting something about no condoms, but I tried to ignore him and think thoughts

that fitted my age and maturity. Up until a few months ago I had been pretty sure that I was not

going to have children and I was still getting used to the fact that something had changed

inside me. I now found the idea of little ones to be quite attractive. Up until a few days ago I had

never even had a close call unlike a few blokes I had known. There was the occasional late

period but these eventually turned up and all carried on as before. But the idea that I could

actually become a dad had stuck in my mind. Something inside me had been awakened by that

positive test result, something that wanted to cuddle, to feed, to chase around and mess about

with and generally do all the things involved in dragging a child up today. And now my wife was

telling me that babies were out of the question.Hang on a minute, I thought with a rare moment

of clarity, there are two tubes so we should only be down to one even if the doctors could not

save the tube with the pregnancy in it. Hayley explained that when she had come around in the

recovery room she had asked if they had saved her tube. The nurse simply said ‘no’. She then

asked if the other tube had been affected.‘Oh no, you have no other tube. If you want children

now you are going to have to have IVF’.I now completely understood the cause of her tears as

she was wheeled back on to the ward.A habit that I have always had, along with many men, is

that I want to fix things. Unfortunately, this was not something that could be fixed, no matter

how much gaffer tape I had in the loft.We were now in the same boat as thousands of couples

in the UK and probably millions in the world. There are many different routes that people take

to end up where we were then. Some have or had conditions that negate them ever conceiving



a child, some have poor quality eggs and/or sperm and some have nothing at all that medical

science can find and yet are still unable to conceive the traditional way. We had eggs and we

had sperm, although no real idea as to the quality of either, and we needed some help in

getting the two together.We figured that the first thing we should do was to look into what IVF

actually was. I had heard of test tube babies of course. I was a child of the eighties so it was

periodically in the news, often accompanied by someone with unmoving hair who had some

argument or other about why babies made in test tubes were evil and should be banned. I can

vaguely recall thinking that using that amount of hairspray was far more offensive than a child

made in a tube, before my father remembered that there was a programme on giant turtles on

the other side and that he had had quite enough of people talking for the sake of talking.It did

not take too long for us to discover that test tube babies are not, and to the best of my

knowledge have never been, made in a test tube.In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF) is something that

sounds simple when written down but has taken many years of work and not a small amount of

luck to get where it is today. The ‘Vitro’ part of the name comes from the Latin meaning ‘glass’,

which may be where the whole test tube thing came from. In reality, the sperm and the egg get

together in a petri dish, but there is a fair amount of terribly clever things that need to happen

before that moment arrives.For those that are interested, a chap called Patrick Steptoe, a

gynaecologist born in England back in 1913, had a theory that the actual act of human

fertilisation could be achieved outside the body. All he needed was an egg, some sperm, a pot

to put them in and some liquid to allow the sperm to move. This did present a few issues of

course. While sperm were easy to come by, or at least easy to procure a donation of, live

human eggs were a little trickier to obtain. Most women expel one every month but by the time

they come out they are not really very useful and I don’t imagine anyone wanted to root around

in the toilet bowl to find them. So, assuming that the theory was sound, Steptoe set about

working out how to procure a mature egg. He pioneered a technique called laparoscopy, where

a long, thin telescope using fibre optics for light was inserted into the body through an incision

made in the navel. Using this, Steptoe was actually able to see the reproductive tract and work

on removing an egg. In the mid-1960s, Steptoe teamed up with a chap called Robert Edwards

who was a physiologist from Cambridge University. Edwards had pioneered the fertilisation of

non-human eggs outside the body and with the help of Steptoe and his method of egg

extraction, they would be able to get a human egg at the exact moment during the monthly

cycle when fertilisation would normally occur.

Test tubes Dallas Cowboys

D. Winters, “Fascinating book for anyone going through or considering IVF. Thoroughly

recommend this book to anyone (male or female) about to start or currently going through IVF.

It gives a genuine personal perspective on what it involves and not just the practicalities but

also the varying emotions through the process. And written with humour which is rare on such

a sensitive topic. You get a real sense of the author's frustrations at times, as well as his joy

and even anger - which is great as it makes you realise there are many other couples battling

infertility and books like this help us learn from each other's advice and experiences. Even if

you are not dealing with infertility or IVF, it is still a fascinating read and would recommend.This

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/jWNPv/Test-tubes-and-testosterone-A-mans-journey-into-infertility-and-IVF


book is especially important as it is gives the man's perspective on infertility and IVF which is

not often heard.”

Pride Angel Ltd, “The Infertility Rollercoaster from a Mans Perspective.. This is a must read for

any man facing infertility problems.Michael covers the process of fertility treatment plus the

extras not necessarily disclosed at the beginning.A deeply emotional and honest story written

in a candid manor. Pride Angel”

Jojo BC, “Five Stars. Good book arrived in good condition thank you husband found it very

helpful”

The book by Michael Saunders has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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